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Introduction
The momentum toward open banking models and its future adaptation and deployment across
industries in Australia seems clear, requiring not only banks and fintechs to position themselves
for success in a new environment and to anticipate the likely customer impacts, but also the
majority of the telecommunications, energy and utilities companies that are the next in line to
enter this “Open Business” economy.
As Australian organisations and public policy makers enter this unknown territory - one where
customer data will be freely available and the consumer can jump between digital banking,
energy and mobile network providers, several questions around accountability and liability
remain unanswered, prompting security and technology leaders to assess if more accessibility
equals more vulnerability.
An executive roundtable was held recently in Sydney, hosted in partnership with Ping Identity,
a leading US-based provider of trust and identity solutions and Versent, an Australian services,
product and platform provider. The aim was to stimulate wide discussion on how security
and technology leaders are tackling the challenge of balancing cybersecurity with customer
experience - and the role of identity in finding this balance.
The roundtable included Chief Information Officers, Heads of IT, Digital, Risk, Security, Data
and Analytics, who provided unique insights on their challenges and opportunities associated
with the rollout of Open Banking and the Consumer Data Right.
Delegates discussed how identity is a critical component of the customer experience and
integral to an organisation’s cybersecurity posture. In a guided discussion, representatives of
these leading organisations explored how to join the dots between identity, trust, customer
experience and brand value.
Ping Identity and Versent would like to thank all those who participated in the discussion
for their time and valued opinions which have provided important context to this paper.
Widely referenced was the Australia Card, proposed by the Hawke-Labor Government in
1985, an attempt to standardise approaches to managing a citizen’s identity. Since its demise,
individuals fall back on their passport, state driver licence and even Medicare card to prove
identity before accessing government services and engage with private businesses.

“Companies, corporations and government agencies now understand that it’s extremely difficult
- if not impossible - to manage a person’s identity without reference to their digital identity.”
Richard Bird, Chief Customer Information Officer
Ping Identity

Beyond 2020, defining, securing and deploying digital identity emerges as a ‘burning platform’
for businesses and public sector agencies as they balance the customer needs to access services
with protecting those same customers’ online personas from harm or misuse by malicious actors.
“Valuations of businesses will be impacted by the Consumer Data Right (CDR), so they should be
looking at how they can benefit from deploying the infrastructure they need to support the CDR.”
Eddie Smith, Chief Information Security Officer and Founder
Versent
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Key insights gleaned
from the wide-ranging
discussion
• If you don’t have your customers’ trust, you
don’t have a business

• S trong cybersecurity and identity

improves the customer experience

•O
 pen banking is coming - and no one
really knows what to expect

•C
 ybersecurity will win you friends, influence
and make you money
(but not how you may think)

• S marter identity systems may save

your business from making big mistakes

If you don’t have
your customers’ trust,
you don’t have a business
As global headlines scream ever more serious
cases of data and identity theft, consumers are
belatedly becoming more vigilant by demanding
enhanced security from their trusted providers.
Roundtable delegates have observed customers
expressing greater scepticism even when they
communicate electronically over email and text
message. A delegate said customers were wary
when their logistics provider issued a recent
change to how it presented its cloud services.
“They get an email and they don’t want to click.
We get questions back from customers:
‘What is this change?’ So, we need to improve
the customer experience while being as
transparent and smooth as possible for them
[to navigate our services]. Not to waste even
two minutes because everyone is busy.”
Transport and Logistics executive
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When presented with options for stronger identity
and access management such as multi-factor
authentication or receiving an SMS text message
witha one- time password, customers and
citizens are increasingly opting for peace of mind
in the extra step.
Identity and access management has a much
under-appreciated role in improving a customer’s
experience, cutting false negatives and lowering
support costs to the business.

 trong cybersecurity and identity
S
improves customer experience
As cloud services proliferate and government
agencies increasingly send their services online,
customers and citizens are increasingly left
exposed and frustrated. Each new service requires
a new identity and - human memory being what it
is - remembering a proliferation of usernames and
passwords is becoming increasingly difficult.
A person may respond by reusing a password, or the
more sophisticated will enter passwords in a password
manager that stores their digital identities in a
secure vault, accessed by a single, strong password.
Although single sign-on (SSO) is well adopted in
business and government, consumers still wrangle
scores or even hundreds of identities expressed
as paired usernames and passwords.The spread
of SSO to consumer systems will be a boon
to customer experience and enable more
sophisticated services to be offered while enhancing
security and protecting customer identities.

“A lot of work is being done on channel
experiences so that people can identify
themselves on a mobile app, call by phone and
flow from a voice [robot] to the customer service
representative who will then know the name of
their customer on the other end of the line.”
Mark Perry
APAC Chief Technology Officer
Ping Identity

As we think about the link with customer
experience, we see cybersecurity and identity
becoming a market differentiator for competitors.
Consumers have started a dialogue on trust that
factors into how they feel about a brand and
impacts their willingness to engage with it.
And while consumers will always want the slickest,
most gratifying brand experience, the smart ones now
privilege safety and trust heavily in their decisions.

Open banking is coming
- and no one really knows
what to expect
The idea that consumers own their data
is radical with emergent properties.
At its core, ‘Open Business’ (of which open
banking is the first subset to be rolled in Australia
from February 2020) is an attempt to open
markets to competition and innovation and
so unleash economic value.
The theory is that once trusted third parties
can access the wealth of customer data held by
financial institutions, new-generation financial
technology (‘fintech’) start-ups and ‘Neo Banks’
will offer innovative solutions. This will increase
consumer choice, drive down costs, and open
markets to spur economic activity.

“With Open Banking, newer banks will start to
gradually migrate away customers to their high
value services, so incumbent banks should be
looking beyond the compliance lens, towards
uplifting their services.”
Eddie Smith
Chief Information Security Officer and Founder
Versent

The technological framework relies on secure
application programming interfaces (APIs) to
define how two systems should speak to each
other when handing over a consumer’s data.
This is enabled by the Consumer Data Right (CDR),
a Commonwealth law.
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“How do we allow access to those APIs that we’re
increasingly opening? We look to how
we distribute access, qualify that the people to
whom we provide access are those we expect, and
that they use that access in line with how
we authorise them.”
Banking executive

This is where knowing who your customer is at all
times - even when they’re already in a session, say,
transferring money or updating their details is essential to minimise the threat of fraud and criminal
activity. Banking and technology executives fear
hackers may impersonate a customer as the customer
moves between providers or systems, snatching their
identity out of the ether to defraud them or otherwise
act maliciously (a ‘man in the middle’ or ‘man in the
browser’ attack).
Prior to open banking becoming law,
banks covered customers’ losses from fraudulent
activity on their platforms but soon customers
may be on their own.

“For the first time, a consumer may reap damages
by granting consent to a third party to use financial
data. And a bank will not make them whole
once they’re hacked. There will be no greater
game-changer than the first time a consumer doesn’t
get their money back after they’re breached.”
Richard Bird,
Chief Customer Information Officer
Ping Identity

In Australia, payments provider BPay has
had early experience with systems similar
to those proposed in Open Banking with its
Osko rapid-payments platform. Based on the
New Payments Platform (NPP), PayID and
the Reserve Bank’s fast-settlement service,
Osko settles payments in less than a minute
at any time of day and at weekends. Fifty financial
institutions including Australia’s Big-4 banks
and most of the tier-2 and tier-3 banks and
financial institutions are on board.

As of June 2019, Open Banking is in its very
earliest days in Australia but already emerging
Neo Banks are flexing their influence in this area
offering services to niche but profitable and
customer micro segments ignored by big banks.

Cybersecurity will win you friends,
influence and make you money
(but not how you may think)
Although reputational damage is often a reason
given for why businesses should handle customer
data securely, there is little evidence that consumers
punish errant companies. Share valuations are
remarkably resilient to news of major data breaches.
Since January 2018, Australia has had a Notifiable
Data Breach (NDB) scheme operated by the Office
of the Australian Information Commissioner and
covered by the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) that requires
certain local businesses to disclose to it suspected
breaches on their networks. And while the number
of breaches reported rose 712% in its first year (off
a low base) - and the OAIC credits NDB with raising
awareness - there’s little evidence that reporting
entities faced serious customer blowback.
A worrying statistic OAIC gathered was that 28%
of breached companies didn’t know how their
customers’ credentials were stolen. And in the
finance sector, 41%of breaches were attributed to
human error (against 35% average of all sectors).
But just because consumers aren’t (yet) directly
punishing wayward companies is no reason for
boards to rest easy. Anecdotal evidence tendered
to our roundtable found that companies themselves
use these embarrassments to lure away customers
from rivals.
Organisations that have their identity and
access mechanisms under control are well placed
to swoop when their competitors stumbles
and are at lower risk of making headlines for
the wrong reasons.
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Smarter identity systems may
save your business from
making big mistakes
In June 2019, The Sydney Morning Herald
revealed that a blunder by one of one of Australia’s
biggest banks exposed 98,000 customers’
PayID details. Although the bank told the paper
it had not detected fraudulent activity on the
compromised accounts, in a confidential memo it
said 600,000 PayID lookups were made from
seven accounts in a month.
Roundtable delegates pointed out that while some
1,900 PayID lookups a day an account might look
high, for businesses that had large numbers of
staff, these lookups might not look suspicious.
But it should have looked odd that lookups
outpaced successful hits by six to one, and that
none resulted in payments.
“It comes down to knowing your architecture,
knowing exactly what kind of rate-limiting
to have in place [to stop excess requests for
information]. And knowing all those different
inputs for consumer into your technology.”
Banking executive

However, a lawyer versed in digital issues
contended that hackers exploited a conceptual
weakness in the bank’s assumptions about what
information it most highly prized.
“The reason that you might not have designed
your system to prevent that breach is that,
you couldn’t actually. And this is the most
persistent problem in privacy breaches
today: the breach that happens in relation
to information is nonsense. It’s not the bank
account and balance or something detailed.”
Privacy lawyer

Roundtable delegates discussed how,
had the bank known more about its customers,
it might have caught the breach earlier.
That might include using artificial intelligence
and machine learning to filter for behavioural
and human cues, such as when a user typically
accesses their accounts, from which device,
from where (the attacks on the Australian bank
came from the US), and even how a user held t
heir device or their typing speed and common
mistakes made when filling out forms.
“You hold your phone a certain way when you
authenticate. If you’re right- handed and you
authenticated with your left hand, it’s not you.
That level of detail gets us to where we stop
those types of attacks.”
Richard Bird,
Chief Customer Information Officer
Ping Identity
Malicious actors are preferring to steal
people’s details instead of money, indicating
they will put the data to further use. They may
mix it with other data sources for more elaborate
scams and hijacking people’s identities or
selling it on the ‘Dark Web’. Only continued
vigilance by providers, customers and citizens
will mitigate against serious financial, reputational
and personal loss.
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Conclusion
Protecting the keys to the kingdom people’s identities - is a burning platform
for executive decision-makers irrespective
of their organisation’s size, industry or whether
it is in private or government sectors.
As organisations shift from protecting things
such as physical assets to protecting identities,
they’re advised to update their thinking about
what is meant by a digital identity and its value
to them and their customers.
As legal frameworks and customer
expectations shift gears, decision-makers
should start a conversation about
the partnerships and technologies they need
to secure their most important digital identity
assets and create value in an increasingly
dynamic and complex business environment.

A Customer Story

MORE THAN 3 MILLION SIGN UP TO
NSW’s UNIFIED SSO PORTAL
Service NSW, an organization within the
New South Wales (NSW) government, was
established to make it easier for NSW residents
and businesses to access government services.
Services covering business and trade matters,
life events, housing/property and more were
being offered through siloed and stand-alone
government shopfronts, typically requiring
in-person visits. The citizens of New South Wales
demanded easier and more online access to
government services, as well as a single
point of contact.
Service NSW was tasked to initiate a digital
transformation and customer experience
improvement program. Its goals were to introduce
business interoperability across agencies, digitize
70% of transactions and enable citizens to access
services from anywhere at any time.

THE CHALLENGE
The NSW government operated numerous web
portals and backend legacy systems across a
number of agencies and with limited consistency
from a customer’s perspective. Customers had to
work with numerous agencies and systems in order
to access systems and gain access to services,
this resulted in working with many agencies and
remembering multiple usernames and passwords,
or actually visit agencies to obtain services.
Service NSW set out to provide a one-stop shop
for citizens and businesses, consolidating access
to 250 different government agencies and
departments for more than seven million citizens.
Of course, users’ privacy also had to be maintained,
and highly sensitive data needed to be secured.
Versent configured and deployed the Ping Identity
Platform, which was the scalable and flexible
solution Service NSW was looking for. Its broad
standards support allowed for out-of-the-box,
rapid integration with Service NSW’s existing
technology, like Salesforce and Drupal.
PingFederate, Ping’s full-featured federation
server, was deployed to authenticate and
authorize interactions with agency microsites and
the Service NSW API. Calls from the API link back
to the central identity system, ensuring the user is
authorised to access the information or transaction
they’re requesting.

On the customer-facing side, citizens authenticate
via a single sign-on experience and securely access
multiple agency services with just a few clicks from
the landing page. Innovative proof of identity
(POI) functionality is enabled to support a variety
of business rules and to support of higher-risk
transactions. For example, during the submission
of a NSW Police minor crimes report, the citizen’s
identity is validated to match the transactional risk
and agency business process against information
from trusted a trusted third party, such as date of
birth, driver license number or other data.

THE RESULTS
New South Wales citizens now have an easy
to use, opt-in, one-stop dashboard for online
government service transactions. Since launching
its new portal, Service NSW has seen on average
100,000 customer sign-ups a month, with
in-excess of 1.5 million accounts within Ping.
Working with Versent to digitize their services
drove a 66% increase of transactions being
performed online and a decrease in walk-in traffic.
Customers have a more direct engagement with
NSW government, and the solution is a key
enabler of digital adoption within the public sector.
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Key Terms
Digital identity
How an individual, device or organisation is
distinguished online based on information known
about them that has a one-to-one link to their
analog self.
Open Banking
A system that enables finance consumers to share
data about them with compliant finance providers
such as banks and lenders. Supported by a
technological framework and ‘application program
interfaces’ that enable consumer data to be shared
securely and seamlessly at the consumer’s consent.
Consumer Data Right (CDR)
The legal framework that underpins Open Banking
and which ensures consumers may access data about
them held by business and, in turn, share their data
with other organisations they trust. CDR is first to be
deployed in the banking sector before being rolled
out to other sectors as part of a global shift to
‘Open Business’.
Multi-factor authentication (MFA)
A user is authenticated only once they show two or
more pieces of evidence about something they know
(e.g. a password) have (e.g., a bank card) or are (e.g.,
a fingerprint or retina scan).
PayID
An easily remembered ‘shortcut’ such as an email
address or phone number that bank customers use
instead of their BSB and account number to transact
money online.
Single sign-on (SSO)
One set of credentials that enables a user to log in
to several applications or online services.
Two-factor authentication (2FA)
A subset of MFA where a user presents two factors
of identification. MFA and 2FA may be strengthened
using information provided at the time a request for
access is made via a different channel like an SMS
text message or through an authenticator app such
as that provided by a search engine.

Start the conversation and get in touch
with Ping Identity and Versent

Ping Identity envisions a digital world powered by
intelligent identity. We help enterprises achieve
Zero Trust identity-defined security and more
personalized, streamlined user experiences.
The Ping Intelligent IdentityTMplatform provides
customers, employees and partners with
access to cloud, mobile, SaaS and on-premises
applications and APIs, while also managing
identity and profile data at scale.
Over half of the Fortune 100 choose us
for our identity expertise, open standards
leadership, and partnership with companies
including Microsoft, Amazon and Google.
We provide flexible options to extend hybrid
IT environments and accelerate digital business
initiatives with multi-factor authentication, single
sign-on, access management, intelligent API
security, directory and data governance
capabilities.

Versent is a services, product and platform
company headquartered in Australia. An
exclusive AWS premier partner, with Managed
Services, Migration, DevOps, Solution Provider
and Security competencies. We were founded in
2014 and specialise in automating how change
is delivered in the enterprise.
We partner exclusively with Amazon Web
Services (AWS) and Ping Identity to offer the
industry’s best solutions in data & IOT, cloud
migration, AppDev & API, managed services,
security and identity.
Versent was ranked #7 in LinkedIn’s Top Startups
2018, placed second in Australian Financial
Review’s “Fast Starters” List in 2017 & 2018,
won AWS Consulting Partner of the year in
2017, 2018 & 2019 for AUS/NZ and AWS APAC
Partner of the year for 2018. We were named
Ping Identity’s Partner of the Year for 2018 and
“Better Together” Winner in 2018.
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